WINTERPROOF
LOCAL EXPERTS WEIGH IN ON
MUST-HAVE SKINCARE PRODUCTS

A FAIRY TALE AFFAIR
PEEK INSIDE THE GATES OF
KANSAS CITY’S CAMELOT

36 GLORIOUS GIFTS
OUR ANNUAL GIFT GUIDE HAS
PERFECT IDEAS FOR EVERYONE
ON YOUR NICE LIST

golden era

SHINE LIKE A STAR IN
DAZZLING GOWNS FROM
OPULENT TO “OH MY!”

{ LOVE THIS LOOK? IT’S ALL LOCAL!
SEE PAGE 7 FOR DETAILS. }
KC MAGAZINE & COMMERCIAL JOURNAL'S
2011 DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS
1. CHAD AND TRICIA CRONK  2. TERESA TANNER AND MITCH NUTTERFIELD
3. KALI BUCHANAN  4. JOHN FRESHNOCK AND REBECCA RIDEN  5. PAT
DUFF, STEVE HELGREN AND CHRIS DAVIS  6. MIKE VAN BECELAERE AND
BRUCE WENDLANT  7. KIRA SATAROVA  8. LAURA SCHNEIDER, MATT VAN
BECELAERE, KENNY MILLER AND AUSTIN HERNDON
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